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When you unscrew the printed board and take it, you can see that the printed board is a thin piece of fiber glass that has thin copper wires engraved on its surface. Electronic parts are assembled on printed circuit boards because they are easy to mass-produce and assemble. In the same way that it is relatively
inexpensive to print ink on a piece of paper, it is unforgivable to print copper wires on a fiberglass sheet. It's also easy to have machine drop parts (chips, transistors, etc.) on a fiberglass sheet and then solder them to connect them to copper wires. When you look at the board, you can see a set of contact points for the
buttons. The buttons themselves are made of a thin rubber sheet. For each button there is a black conductive drive. When the disk touches the contacts on the printed printed board, it connects them, and the chip can feel that connection. Advertising At the end of the board there is an infrared LED, or light-emitting diode.
You can think of an LED like a small light bulb. Many LEDs produce visible light, but the REMOTE LED produces infrared light that is invisible to the human eye. It's not invisible to all eyes, however. For example, if you have a video camera, it can see infrared light. Put the remote control on the camera and press the
button. You will be able to see infrared light flashing in the viewfinder. The receptor in the TV is capable of seeing infrared light as well. The main work of the remote control looks like this: you press the button. When you do this, you complete a certain connection. Chip senses this connection and knows which button you
pressed. It produces the morse-code-line signal characteristic of this button. Transistors amplify the signal and send it to the LED, which translates the signal into infrared light. The sensor in the TV can see infrared light and see the signal reacting accordingly. Links Common: Technical: Christina Shaffer If you're a Cox
Cable customer, you can use a cable remote to control your TV as well as a cable box. At the time of publication, however, Cox's remote manual does not include TV codes for Vizio TVs. Fortunately, the company allows you to find the code for your Vizio television on its official website. Before you try to find the code,
prepare a Vizio TV model number. Find the model number in the Vizio user manual, as well as on the back of the TV. Open your preferred web browser and go to the Cox Cable Remote Support website www.urcsupport.com. Play Vizio in the Brand text box and enter the TV model number in the Model box. Click the
Search button after typing to make and model your TV. You will be given the exact code for your device. Enable box, as well as a Vizio TV. Vizio. the TV button on the remote control, then press and hold the Settings button until the TV button blinks twice. Enter the five-digit code for Vizio. The TV button will flash twice.
Hit the remote control on the TV and press the Power button. The TV's off. Andrew Smith's Time Warner remote control that controls the cable box can also be used with different TVs. Programming a remote control on a TV allows you to alternate between controlling a cable box and a TV without the need for multiple
remotes. All Time Warner Cable consoles can be programmed to one TV, and remotes can be reprogrammed if you ever buy a new TV. Finding a TV code on remote Time Warner remote programs is correct regardless of TV model or brand. Tap the TV at the top of the Time Warner console. The button flashes once.
Keep the Setup key on the remote until the TV button blinks twice. Then release Setup. In the next, the programming code is 9-9-1 through the remote control number panel. The purpose of The Time Warner remote control on the TV. Click the PWR on the remote one once. Click CH on the remote control repeatedly,
pointing the remote control at the TV. Keep doing this, potentially for a few minutes. Stop clicking on CH as soon as the TV is off. Click on Time Warner. The code is stored. Check the remote control by clicking on the number, volume and channel keys. Start again at step 2 if the remote control doesn't control the TV.
When you finally decide that it's time to do something about that rat nest cable that spreads like a kudzu, you don't have to spend a lot of time and money to get it under control. If you're looking to tuck your headphones into a wire tangle for free in your gym bag, hide the ugly spaghetti wires you keep kicking on under the
table, or arrange your gadget chargers and power plugs, we have some cord control tricks for you. Hit the jump for photos and videos of our 10 favorite ways to get cables under control. ID Your Plugs with labels crawling under the table rearranging the power strip is the pain in your knees is enough without having to
guess which power connector belongs to which gadget. If you want something smaller and better than your label maker or masking tape and marker can produce, identify your forks with a $6 set of previously mentioned ID PILOT identification labels. Each sticker is small and round and displays a photo of the gadget to
which the plug is connected. 12 points on this power strip under your desk and you hate to play pull the plug... Read 9. Cut long cords with DIY wrappers When you're stumbling over your headphones 'an extra long cord, it's time to get a wrappin'. With a rubber mat and scissors, cut a soft, cable bone shortened. Or re-
assign solder-wick coils to cut and dispense Endless cord (pictured), turn this old credit card into a cable wrapper, or for a super-cheap (and more flimsy) option, reel that sucker into a coin wrapper instead. If this mile long headphone cable gets tangled in the ankles, make your own rubber cable... Read more8. Tie 'em
Up with reusable Millepede CablesY should break the standard issue of plastic cable ties when it's time to re-wire, but the reusable Millepede Cable Links (original post) can be cancelled, daisy-chains, and according to a reader on the Cool Tools blog, come in sizes large and strong enough to fasten down the car-top
luggage. For regular OL'cord management, we also like the colorful, reusable Velcro ties available in most office stores. Cool Tools Blog features some neat looking, refastenable cable ties to get all those... Read more7. Create your own cable-hiding charging station from digicam to mobile phone on iPod, we've all got a
few wired gadgets to charge day in and day out. Organize them all on one charging station, which is easy to build independently from all sorts of materials. Here's a modified Ikea nightstand charging station, a $3 plastic toolbox, a converted charging station, and a media box turned into a beautiful cable organizer and
charging station (original post.) there are a ton of gadgets in my family that require constant recharging - phones, MP3 players, more Here's a quick video of how to mod a simple plastic box in a cable-hiding unit. Hide cables with foam insulation pipes hide a mess of gadget cables entangled near the power strip with a
piece of inexpensive foam foam pipe insulation. Just cut the insulation to size, cut the length, tuck the cables inside and pull the ends through the slit. What about? The Unclutterer blog contains step-by-step photography. A similar pipe solution, which is not so soft and flexible, is a PVC pipe cable catcher. Do-it-yourself
Kevin decided against a $50-$100 cable catcher for his desk and built one himself... Read more often5. Shop Extension Tangle-Free Cords in a paper tube towel Store extensions in a compact and tangle-free package using leftover cardboard paper towel tubes. We just love this ingenious repurposing trick, which isn't
the most beautiful thing in the world, but will make your bunch extender stacked in a closet a lot more manageable. If you have a bunch of tangled extension cord (or any long cable) stuffed into your... Read more4. Master of The Art of Earbud Cord-Wrapping Heath video above to see how to make a quick release, a
tangle-free earpiece wrap around your MP3 player, so you don't Spend 10 minutes de-confusing after you pull your iPod out of your bag at the gym. Update and warning: Readers report that packing wires is tight, often, especially in the heat, can damage them. Continue on your own Endless searches to keep earphones
cords from getting tangled, Instructables user came... Read more3. Catch the cork with Binder Clip Keep the laptop and cell phone power plugs from falling from the back of the table with a simple clip of the binder, no changes required. Just release the wire clip, run the fork to the end, and clip at the back of the table.
Check out lihab's full Flickr set to see it in action.2. Get under-desk cables from the floor with wire baskets Get all those USB, monitor, firewire, audio, and power cords from the floor under the table using a simple wire basket. Check out how Adam turned his Ikea desk into a wireless workspace with an Ikea basket, cable
ties and a bit of elbow grease. If there's one thing we noticed during our recent Coolest Workspace contest, it's that... Read more often1. Mount your gadgets on Pegboard Custom-Mount all your peripherals and their pegboard cords using wire or cable ties, then tuck the entire shebang under your desk for one of the
neatest, desk-cleaning DIY organizational solutions we've ever seen. Here's the original project, and here's a Lifehacker reader's gallery take on it (pictured right.) Another riff on the Pegbord Mountain Project uses wire grilles and clamps instead, but no screws or glue-good for your work or dorm table. The Coolest
Workspace contest is over, but a DarkMatter reader writes in: Read moreNow that we've told you our favorite ways to get cables under control, tell us your-in-the-comments. Comments.
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